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Mary's Musings
Just stick to the facts ma'am - not! LOL!

First, I must apologize for my absence for what, two months now? Yes, I've
been busy, with gardening, the constant pain in the neck of an irrigation
system, writing a part of the series that was perhaps the most difficult for me,
getting my website transferred and reconstructed, and some book marketing.
But that's really not a good enough excuse for leaving you all out there
wondering what happened to me! I do hope to mend my ways and resume my
earlier frequency which probably averaged a newsletter about every three
weeks.

A novel that intertwines fictional characters and events with historical ones is
commonly referred to as historical fiction. T here are many ways that historic
facts can be entwined into a fictional story. If you've read books one and two
of "T he T wo Valleys Saga" you've seen how I have woven local, national and
international events into the fictional coming of age story of Jesus Messi and

the story of how Dona Ana and Otero Counties politics evolved. Historical
fiction requires the author to accurately present the period of the story - the
clothes, the food, the vocabulary, and the pulse of the society - so the reader
feels they are a part of the time and place with the protagonist.
Above you see the masthead image and a part of the front page of the Rio
Grande Republican (RGR) for May 12, 1888. I have access to nearly all the RGRs
from 1881 through 1923. I also have access to most other New Mexico period
newspapers. T he RGR in particular has been critical to me understanding and
describing much of what I write about. Particularly the scenes set in the Mesilla
Valley. T he T ularosa Valley – more commonly referred to as T ularosa Basin by
residents there – has been more difficult because of its remoteness and lack
of any archived newspapers from the era in the area. T his meant that I needed
to depend more heavily on other published scholarly works and on family lore.
T he RGR has also served as my primary timeline resource, but it also has an
extreme Republican bias and I have to be aware of that as I interpret their
articles which often border on editorializing.
While some critics feel including historical events and facts that aren't strictly
plot related is poor practice, I don't think it’s quite that simple and here are a
couple of examples:

Southern New Mexico Fair
In developing Jesus's character, his
fledgling relationship with Lucia Luna,
and in trying to build on a recent
meeting with historically significant
Fabian Garcia, I stumbled across this
article (clipped content from the
June 4, 1887, edition) that reported
the forming of a committee for the
first Southern New Mexico Fair. I wasn't
aware of a fair that long ago and I
thought that it would be something I
would enjoy knowing about if I was
reading the book and was at least
slightly interested in the history of the
area. As it turned out, the fair was the
perfect setting for the budding
romance, learning about courting
practices of the time, agricultural
advances, the extent to which the growing community would get behind such
an effort and generally, painting a more complete picture of the southern New
Mexico setting
Certainly, the book could have easily been written without including this
historical fact, but in my judgement, the fiction is enriched with the factual
setting and event.

The Humble Beginnings of New

Mexico State University
T he ten years that "T he T wo Valleys
Saga" covers saw many important
events and the emergence of many
historically significant people in both
areas. Noted Quaker educator, Hiram
Hadley stepped off the train in Las
Cruces in the summer of 1887. His
son, a manager at one of the major
mines near Magdalena had encouraged him to come to the Las Cruces area
for the real estate possibilities. While he was successful in that enterprise, he
became entwined in the struggles to provide an adequate education for the
children and young adults in the area.
At first, Hadley tackled the education of young children, and he opened a
school in January of 1888 - where Lucia was planning to go until her father
broke his leg and she couldn't abandon her responsibilities with the stagecoach
station. Soon, Hadley saw the need for an institution of higher learning and as
the clipping says, he opened Las Cruces College in September of 1888.
T he election of Colonel Fountain to the T erritorial Legislature in November of
that year and his subsequent election as the speaker gave him the power he
needed to establish the state and federally funded land grant school that
would later become New Mexico State University. Hadley's Las Cruces College
essentially became the New Mexico Agricultural College, and he was appointed
its head.
Hadley's name and his place in local history isn't directly connected to the plot
and subplots of the saga, but in my estimation, I would have failed my readers
had I not included him and others whose names we frequent today on street
signs and building names. And how thrilling it must be for the occasional
person's discovery of the mention of some noteworthy act of an ancestor.
One last thing that bothers me about the present-day university and its
history. How do you think Quaker Hiram Hadley would have felt about the 'Pistol
Pete' mascot the school adopted in the 1950s?

Little Henry's Birth
Here is another example where I could
have very easily written past Henry
Fountain's birthdate. It certainly
wasn't critical to any of the subplots
or to the overall plot. However, while
looking for it in the Ancestry.com
family tree I had constructed for the Fountain family I discovered that no one
seemed to know when Henry was born. I spoke with a Fountain descendant that
curates a museum about the family and he didn't know. While combing
through the RGR I came across this little tidbit, which could have been easily
missed by earlier researchers. I felt it was my responsibility to establish the fact
by publishing the correct date.
T hese are but a few of the many factual people and events that make up "T he
T wo Valleys Saga". However, because it is impossible for me to specify in the

books every time I have deviated from facts, I hope and encourage you to do a
little quick research yourself when you find something interesting, or you
question its validity. In doing so you will find historic gold as I have time after
time.
Hasta la vista, mi amigos y amigas!
Mary
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